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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

InMotion Global Again Selected as Inbound Logistics Top 100 Logistics IT Provider
Patent-pending technology keeps software leader at the forefront of TMS revolution
Saint Petersburg, FL – May 1, 2012
InMotion Global, Inc. and its patent-pending technology, InMotion Global TMS® are in the spotlight again.
Inbound Logistics has named the software development company, which specializes in transportation
management system technologies, as a top 100 Logistics IT Provider for 2012. As part of the Interstate
Logistics Group family of companies, InMotion Global has continued to receive nationwide recognition for its
software innovations and leadership in the development of logistics solutions.
®

InMotion Global TMS (IMG) is a web-based, fully hosted Transportation Management System (TMS). IMG
allows companies to manage every aspect of their logistics functions while providing complete visibility, which
is imperative when changing demands call for immediate decisions and adaptation. IMG users merely sign in
via the internet from any web-enabled device and are able to control the entire system, from load inception
through final delivery and invoicing.
“We are so pleased to be recognized by Inbound Logistics again this year,” said Tim Higham, President and CEO
of InMotion Global. “Over the past couple of years, our development team has implemented the most
complex and far-reaching changes our system has undergone since its creation. Many of the design
enhancements are based on suggestions brought to us by our customers who use the system every day. Our
customers are the best in the industry and they always give us great ideas about how our software can meet
their needs while remaining easy-to-use. Making the complex simple is our focus and we couldn’t be more
proud of our TMS. Filing for the patent was simply icing on the cake. I am incredibly impressed with our
development team for creating this amazing system that is dynamic and powerful while remaining userfriendly.”
Inbound Logistics selected InMotion Global for this recognition after analyzing hundreds of companies that
compete for this honor each year. InMotion Global garnered the award this year based on its real-world
approach to the most involved logistics complexities.
About InMotion Global, Inc.
InMotion Global, Inc. provides the industry-leading and patent-pending Transportation Management System, Ascend
TMS™ with its companion web-based load tracking portal LoadLink™ to thousands of shippers, 3PL”s and asset carriers in
19 different countries across the United States. Ascend TMS™ is the only TMS software that provides a true enterprise
level TMS solution at zero cost to users. InMotion Global’s TMS software manages logistics operations for multi-billion
dollar international corporations as well as small sole-proprietor based businesses. InMotion Global, Inc. is partially
owned by Palm Beach Capital (www.PBCap.com), a large Florida based private equity firm. InMotion Global, Inc. has been
headquartered in Florida since 2002. Learn more at www.InMotionGlobal.com.

